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} DTMF enables use of mobile phone as 
controller

} Wirelessly control robot 

} Use sensors to detect
◦ High temperatures
◦ Gas leaks

} Use Ultrasonic sensor to avoid collisions



} Dual Tone – Multi Frequency

} Frequencies correspond to row 
and column of button

} Each button generates two 
corresponding frequencies

} No buttons generate the same 
combination of frequencies

Simultaneously generated 
frequencies for each 
corresponding key



} When dialing phone number, 
generated frequency from 
each key press instruct 
system to connect your call to 
correct destination

} Dual Tone signals generated 
are converted into 4-bit 
binary representation

} Distinct outputs can be used 
to control device

DTMF MT8870DS Decoder 
module



} MT8870DS DTFM Decoder

} Uses 7 Pins and 3.5mm male to male cable
} 2 Pins for Power and Ground
} 3.5mm jack for input
} 5 Pins for output
◦ STQ indicates if button is pressed
◦ Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 represents input signal in binary



} MT8870DS DTFM Decoder Block Diagram



} MT8870DS DTFM Decoder Pin Descriptions



} DS1620 Temperature Sensor
} Measures temperature of surroundings
} Measurement range (-55°C, 125°C)
} 0.5°C resolution



} DS1620 Temperature Sensor
} Provides 9-bit temperature readings
} MSB represents (+,-)
} 8-bits represents temperature value
◦ 1bit = 0.5°C



} Parallax Ping))) 
} Uses ultrasonic pulse to determine distance 

between robot and obstacle 
} Ensures safety of robot, prevents from 

crashing into wall



} Parallax Ping))) 
} Sends out series of chirps and measure time 

taken for signal to return 
} If speed of sound is know, Distance between 

sensor and obstacle can be determined 



} MQ-5 (Gas Sensor)
} Detects presence of Liquefied Petroleum Gas, 

butane and other gases 
} Sensor resistance changes  in the presence of 

certain gases
} For fixed load resistance, voltage output will 

vary in presence of gas



} MQ-5 (Gas Sensor)
} Sensitivity to various gases



} Boe-Bot selected as main system
◦ Financially ideal choice 
◦ Low cost package 
◦ Controllers, actuators, basic electronic equipments 

included in purchase 
} Basic Stamp 2
◦ Simple programming
◦ Integrated breadboard 
◦ Allows rapid prototyping



} MT8870DS DTMF 
◦ Cost effective for its functionality
◦ Sends signals through keypad of mobile phone 

} MQ-5
◦ Capable of detecting variety of gases





} Read Temperature sensor 
◦ Waits for stable temperature
◦ If too high, output piezo transducer

} Reads output from gas sensor
◦ If reading is HIGH, output piezo transducer

} Read distance from object
◦ If too close, disable servos forward motion

} Waits for input to DTFM











} Advantage
◦ Cost
◦ Ease of use
◦ Long range use capacity (within mobile range)
◦ Adaptability
◦ Availability

} Disadvantages
◦ Needs to be within line of sight
◦ Limited by mobile range
◦ Only use 4-bits
◦ Security (accessible to anyone)
◦ Gas sensor not accurate after long duration
◦ Cannot climb
◦ Cannot detect wall approaching from an angle



} Components came along with Boe-Bot Kit 
($280)

} DTFM Decoder very low cost ($10)

} Other sensors are of negligible cost

} Mass production can further decrease price



} Implement line following capabilities

} Improve accuracy of Gas sensors even in long 
duration of use

} If gas leak detected, make specific call using 
DTFMOUT functionality in BS2
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